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THE RELATION OF 
SOME PHYSICAL MD OHEMIOAL PROPERTIES 
OF OIL EMULSIONS 
TO THEIR IlfSECTICIDAL SFFIOISHOY 
By 
Lester Lamar English"' 
Introduction 
Tlie initial experience which an insect has with an 
oil emulsion is physical. After the contact or the physi­
cal reaction, there may be chemical action. The killing 
agent which is used in eiaulsions^ namely oil, is not highly 
active chemically and in addition the oil globules are giv­
en a '^coat" of material which usually is even less active 
chemically. ?/oodman ('2^}-) says, "The failure of a spray is 
not usually due to a lack of toxicity but rather to the ab­
sence of certain desired physical properties." These pro­
perties have been considered in the investigations of Cooper 
and Huttall ('15)» Moore and Graham (*1S), and others, but 
their importance has not been given sufficient attention in 
actual spray practice. 
The term "oil emulsion" is often used with the in­
correct inference that all oil emulsions are alike.Some emulsions 
*This paper is submitted as partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in En­
tomology at Iowa State College, 1927. 
I ' 
I • 
I ara suitable for applioation to foliage, while others are not. 
I Soma are more effective than others on scale inseots, ana those 
I that are effective on scale insects may not be effective on 
I aphids, She more the subject is investigated, the greater be­
comes the variety of oils and the larger the number of emulsif^r-
I ing agents encountered, Sach oil, each emalsifier, and each 
class of insect pest introduces factors which must be qoiasidered 
more or less separately. 
It is very difficult to isolate any one property of an 
emulsion and treat that separately from the standpoint of action 
on insects, (The physical and chemical properties of the oil, 
the kind and amount of emulsifying agent, and the stability of 
the ennilsion, are all so closely interlocked that one property 
usually cannot be varied vdthout changing the other. It may be 
safely stated that no two emulsions-»-and, very likely, no two . 
lots of an emulsion made by the same formola—are ezactlv alike, 
She "individuality" of the emulsion will depend upon the way it 
is put together, the manner and duration of manipulation, the 
type and amount of emulsifying agent, the kind of oil, the qual­
ity of water, and the temperature at the time of dispersion. 
Ordinarily,, with the same amount of emulsifj^ing agent and the 
same treatment, an oil of 80 to 100 viscosity* is easier to emul­
sify than one of 30 to 40 viscosity. Hence, the latter more 
nearly approaches the unstable, "quick-breaking" type of emulsion 
*See definitions, Appendix I, 
Generally J the inert emulBifyinc- a.vRntf ?j auoh as gms, caloiuas 
caseinate, jrlue, etc., at the usueI concentrcitions, y;ive less 
Etpfcle GfflulGions tnsn oil or petroleuai Boapf?. :^veryt!iinf': 
clBe lieing equal, a reduction in the amount of emuleifier re-
clucsr stability. 
The relative isi^.e of the glo'oules of oil is an indi-
cp.tion of the. statility of an ernuinion, and for lack of a fcotter 
critsrion this is used in correlating stability with efficiency. 
Very tuinuio (l micron or loffs), unifor;;) glDenies exhibiting pro­
nounced Froivnian movement indicate a very staoie eimilsion. Kut 
a "130 range in the else of the glohules (s;ay from 1 micron to 
50 or 40 microns}- in'jicp.tes & relatively unstable eirailGion. The 
hornemade, boiled emulGion of fi^h-oil-soap and lubricating oil 
i!5 of tnie l&tter type. Ruch an emulsion iray ce le.-s stable 
than one having relatively Isrge (l- to 15 microns), uniform 
dronlotP, Tv;o eaulsions •.viiich loolc identical unaor the rnicro-
sCs>pe ffiay dlffor-in stability; one n:.ay l?e more stable than the 
otiier bocau-ae of an excess of effiulsifier, a aifferont eirralsifier, 
or the kind of Tiater used for ciispsrsion. 
The properties of oil eir.ulGionP which ?;0re found to be 
important and ??hich ??ill fee disciiBped are: 
I. Pnycical 
(1) 'letting ability of the eraulslfying agent, 
(2) Volatility and. viscosity of the oil, 
(3) St--ifciiity oi the ernulsion. 
II. Oheniical 
(1) Saturated oils.* 
(2) TJn?-sturatcd oils.® 
' Bee definitions, :'enclix I. 
1 5. 
'1 TttrnPY 0'^ •K-'P'TT'ia. 
! "  • "  
i 
I Tliero are differences of opinion, especially among 
entomological -f/orkers, s.b to the distinction hetween '«7etting and 
^ spreading. Indeed, there is some doubt about whether or not 
there ie a real difference "between the two phenomena. Consequent­
ly, there io no agTeement as to ^rhat criterion should be used in 
det-armining the \7etting ability of a spray. Woodman doe 
not regard wetting and spreading as synonymous terms. He treats 
m the contact angle theory of v/etting, but uses the amount of spray 
1 s 
adhering to a glass slide as the measure of -wetting. He states, 
however, that this is aomeMyat unsatisfactory. Hoore^'^^^ and 
'luttall^also make a distinction betvyeen the two terms. But 
neither of the terms is well defined, and it is difficult to 
separate the two ideas, even if there is a real difference between 
them. For practical purposes, then, it may T::)e just as Virell to 
continue to speak of "vretting" and "spreading", although funda-
men ta,lly there seems to be no distinction, except th8.t made by 
Freundlich^ uses the term "spreading" in speaking of 
liquid-liquid systems and the term "?;etting" in speaking of 
liquid-solid systems, l^xactly the same types of pnysical rela­
tions are involved in both. 
Various efforts have been made to establish criteria of 
^retting. Robinson^ * was uns-ble to find a definite relation be-
tiTeen tlie surface tension of the liquid and its spreading ability. 
i^Jejther did he find the interfacial tension of an oil-^ater system 
to be a suitable indication. The same idea was used by Bmith^*^®^ 
and by Cooper and I^uttall ^ As there is no satisfactory tech­
nique for measuring the interfacial tension of a liquid in contact 
1 
6. 
a solid, the-e v/orkers f'utstitute a heav]? oil for the ^-olid. 
•'eanure'nGntH of tniR kind certainly give Boyne indication of the 
relative wetting ability, but tne IndSx tnat is- rer.ily wiinTjed 
is the fiction of a p??,rticular soray on a particular colid. T i i i s  
indes ie expressed by the angle of contact. 
The theory of tiie angle 6f contact is treated in var­
ious texttookP on pnyeics and also by Freunnlich and some of the 
autriore previously mentioned. The dit;cuBsion by ^ulnian^' 
ia particularly good. 
If a drop of liQuid is in contacc with a solid 
(Fig. 1) three forces are involved; tne eurf8ice tension of the 
liquid, the surface tension of the polid'^ and the inter-
1 facial tension of liquid-solid, T. The ti^o latter, of, course, 
sis J. 4 . : M 
Ere not measuralde. 
Tne liquid meetB the solid at a definite angle of contact at 
tlie point P. Tne forces Ts and T ^ tend to draw tlie drop into 
J. 
a cphere. The force In acting- in tlie opooeite direction 
and tends to ceuse the liquid to epresd out over tne solid. 
•Tnen the liquid does not spread or doev9 not contract, tne 
system is in eOjiilibriuE and the forces acting in opposite 
directions are balanced. .This^ is expressed by the equation, 
'i' =: T, „ + tne coffioonent of T, vmicb is actin;-?: in the canie 
3 13 -i-
direction as T, „ and op-oosite to T.;,, tnie corrrponent, by 
X o 
trigonometry, is Cos €. The equation for eq;iilibriu;-i 
tnen becomes, 
7. 
^3 = Cos 0 
If the equation is transposed, 
Cos © r Cj 
Thus it will be seen that the angle 0 is a function of 
all three forces. For a condition of non-%7etting, the angle of 
contact would be 180° and, theoretically, the drop of liquid 
would touch the solid at one point. For perfect wetting, the 
angle would be zero and the liquid lies flat over the solid. Be­
tween zero and 180° there is partial wetting and the smaller the 
angle of contact, the gi*,eater the wetting ability. For example, 
in Fig. 2A, where the system is in equilibrium at 60° , the wet­
ting ability is about twice as great as in Fig. 2jB, where the 
angle is 120°, 
je-.to 
2A. Fi^-RB-
In practice it is difficult to measure the angle of 
contact of a drop of liquid. The force of gravity will flatten 
the drop somewhat; it is difficult to get drops of the same size; 
and the evaporation of small drops is rather rapid. Because of 
these difficulties it is not feasible to reflect the drop into a 
binocular microscope with a protractor in one barrel and jficaaure 
1 
the angle of contact. This method was tried and dltscarded for 
the simple method used by Stellwaag(' S'i), 
The apparatus is simple, and the method is quite 
rapid and entirely practical. The necessary pieces of equip­
ment are (1) container for the liquid, (2) a device for holding 
the object to be tested, so that it can be turned, raised, and 
lowered into the liquid, and (3) a protractor etched on a mirror. 
Fox this particular work a museum jar (8xlbxl3 cm.) was used, and 
a device for holding the object was made from an old microscope 
stand. (See Plate 1). 
The jar should be perfectly level, and its rim should 
be coated with paraffin, so that when it is filled to the maxi-
mara the liquid will stand a little above or at least flush with 
the top. Before testing, the surface should be freshly cleaned 
with a glass rod. Leaves and other objects to be tested should 
not be handled, of course, and should be placed in the holder in 
a manner that will give as uniform a surface as possible. As the 
object is slowly lowered, the liquid either will be depressed by 
it or will rise to it, forming a meniscus. The object is turned 
until the surface of the liquid is exactly ]borizontal at the 
point of contact. Then the angle of contact is read by means of 
the protractor, care being exercised to see that the bottom of 
the protractor coincides with the surface of the liquid and tT.at 
the midpoint coincides iTith the point of intersection of the 
liquid by the object. 
Suppose the liqjild meets the leaf perpendicularily as 
in Fig, 3, the angle of contact is 90°. 
9. 
=r ^ 0 
.f<3. 5. 
If, however, the liquid is depressed (Fig. 4), the angle is 
greater than 90°, and the leaf must be rotated to the left un­
til the liquid meets it horizontally (Fig. 5). 
e 
Fi^ . 
Fig-5. 
The leaf should be inserted at an angle smaller than 
the proper angle of contact and slowly rotated until the liquid 
meets it on a horizontal plane. This may necessitate several 
trials, especially if the angle is considerably smaller than 
90®. Fig. 6 shows the position at an angle of 40°. 
Plate Ko. 1 
IsSS^  
. a-r».rt5s^w«<rO'-fcfeSsrass'SR 
'Eii^ ii 
I^ IW 
fe'fc 
/? 
vV« 
.iii'.' 
vi'i' 
Apparatus used in making angle of contact 
measurements. 
Photo "by K. F. Auden 
10 
It Is needless to say that the liquid should be 
kept at a constant temperature* 
So far as known, Stellwaag is the first entomologist 
to use the angle of contact for measuring wetting abllltyj and 
Hiuch credit is due him for pointing out the action of liquids on 
plant lefives of different kinds and structures, and the Irapor-
tance of v;ettlng in the control of aphids* This method ms also 
used by Adam and Jeseop^^^^^in dstermlnlng the polarity of var­
ious solids* 
Trappinan^*^®^ criticizes Stellwaag's method and pre­
fers surface tension measureraents. It is quite true that the 
determination of the angle of contact on leaves and twigs, no 
two of which are exactly alike^ is subject to more varlp-bllity 
than surface tension measurements in which nothing biological is 
Involved. Another disadvantage with Steliwaag^s method is that 
the surface of the liquid must be kept uncontamlnated. Also, 
this method is not well adapted for use with coarse suspensions» 
But it is fundamentally correct; and, by careful and repeated 
observations, it affords a raeans of working out some of the un­
derlying principles of apray practice. 
AWGLE-OF-CONTACT MEASUREMENTS 
It is difficult to make angle-of-contact measure­
ments with oil ejaulslons because of the very thin film of oil 
which persistently appears on the surface. Consequently, it 
11. 
thought better to ma.ke a study of the emlGifying agents 
which wcra used in several ermilsions. 
In order to obtain some idea as to, the relative 
wetting ability of these emulsifying agents, they were tested 
against the leR.ves of corn, oat, and cabbage. The hair-lil<e 
structures on the corn and oat leoves and the waxy covering of 
the cabbage leaf make them difficiilt to wet. The remaltB of , 
tests on these three leaven are shoTO in Figure 7. 
Chart Showing Chan^^s 
in tha /inijle Of  ^
CO-^Jstd hy 
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From these graphs it v?ill be noted that the Boape give rmich 
lower aii[^le£5 than calcium caseinate or glue. This is to 
•^ectsd, aft^r reviewing the worK of Hoxkin??, Davieb and Clark , 
for glue, calcium caseinate, and auch materials are not strong­
ly polar, and are not no readily adsorbed as soepa, nor are they 
K.F.O, SoBP o Potash Fish-oil Soap. Soap Ho. 15 is a petroleum 
product used in the preparation of ooluble oils, ^ap No.55 ie 
used for the Garae i^tirposes but it is made up largely of sodiutti 
oleate. 
33.. 
thrown Into an interface as easily. So far as \vettlng ability 
is concernedj the soaps are in a olass by themselves^ both 
theoretically and practically, unless the spray irdxture is of 
such composition as to destroy the soap, 
THE RELATION BETWEEN WETTIIIG ABILITY 
AND 
THE TOXICITY OF EmSIONS TO APHIDS 
That aphids are not readily killed by a spray that 
does not wet them, is well known. One of the reasons for add­
ing soap to nicotihe sulfate is to give the spray wetting abil­
ity, Stellwaag states that the effectiveness of a spray on 
aphids is almost entirely dependent on its wetting ability. 
The curve for soap No* 15 in Figure 7 shows almost 
the same angle of contact at all the dilutions usedi With 
potash fish oil soap and soap Mo. 55 the angle begins to in­
crease quite rapidly at dilutions of i/2 and 1/4 per cent, as 
these soaps begin to precipitate out with hard water*; and at 
wealcer dilutions there is insufficient soap left to give good 
wetting. Dilution causes no appreciable change in the angle 
of contact with calcium caseinate and glue. Ttie angles v;ith 
these Kiaterials are not imch below those obtained ii^ith water. 
The results of laboratory tests with thr sG species 
of aphids are given in Table I, The emulsions were diluted 
" 
with tap water and v?ere used at a strength of 2 per cent on 
^See analysis of water. Appendix V, 
13. 
Hesteroneura setarlae Thos., 1 per cent on Trltoiyenaiohis 
ambroslae Thos., and 0,5 per cent on Aphis poml De G, Here 
it V7ill be noted that stock emulsion Ko. 5, made with an in­
ert emulsifying agent, killed a relatively low per oent of the 
aphida, Horaetnade emulsion and soluble oil Ko« 56, which are 
made with soaps that precipitate out with hard water, also 
show Inefflcienoy, 
Table I 
Showing the Relative Effectiveness of Various Oil Emulsions 
" on Aphids. 
Item Emlsion Emulsifvlne:- Total No, Aohlds* Percent 
Mo 6 Asent IQLlled Used Killed 
1 Stock No. 5 Xnertl 3491 4449 78,46 
, 2 Horrieraade K.iF. O. Soapa 3675 4738 77.56 
3 Sol,Oil Mo,56 Soap No, 55 2712 4166 65.09 
4 Soap No. 5^ 3654 • . 4149 SS.07 
5 Soaw No. 15 3749 4355 86,08 
6 Sol,Oil No. 90 Soap No. 15 4074 4606 • 88,44 
"Water check 540 4179 12,92 
Untreated check 290 4326 6,70 
1, Any material such as, glue, calcium caselnate and 
classed as "Inert." 
2. K.F.O. Soap - Potash Fish-oil Soap. 
^ Seventeen tests. 
g!3-ms is» 
It is quite striking that soluble oil Ko. 56 shows a 
kill of only 65 per cent, while its emulsifying agent (Soap Ko.55) 
elons, shox'/s a kill of 88 per cent. Soluble oil Ho, 56 consists 
of about 20 per cent of soap Ho, 55 and 80 per cent oil; hence, 
the spray contains only one-fifth as much soa-p as Wo, 55 at the 
same'dilutions. From Figure 7 it will be seen that soap Wo,55 
at a dilution of 1 per oent still shows a low angle of contact. 
But soluble oil No. 56, being so much weaker, has soap precip-
Itated froEs it quite rapidly and, henoe. Is low in x'vetting . 
ability. . Soap No, 15, by contrast does not precipitate out 
so readily, and its soluble oils mintain their efficiency. 
In view of the fact that fish oil soap find soap No, 
55 precipitate out in hard mtar, it would be logical to pre­
dict a higher per cent kill if these £50f5pB Tvere disperned in 
distilled t«ater instead of tap water. Such is the cane, as 
will be seen from Tat)le II, 
Table II 
Summary of 5 Tests on Aphia gpireacola Patch 
Dilution 0^ Spr9-ya 0,5^ by \7eight 
DiQtilled Water Per 
Ko. spray Total flo.Aphids Per cent '^otal Ho. Aphid3 cent 
Killed Used Killed •Killed Used Killed 
1 Soap Jjo, 15 .770 999 77,0 " ' g'n '"" 103H 84.2 
S Soap Bo, 55 760 1068 70,3 95l 115^3 83,3 
3 K,P.O.Soap 358 1037 • 34,6 761 1024 74.3 
4 Ca.Ga'geimte 184 955 19,5 157 968 16,2 
s t^p-ter C^^beck 61 997 3.i . 6l 997 6.1 
While there are varying increasse with all of the soaps, the in­
crease from 34.6 per cent to 73.3 per cent with fish oil BOfip is 
particularly noteworthy. Calcium caeeinate show very little 
difference, as would be expected. 
Since the soaps are more effective with distilled 
water, it seems that the ernulsions made from them should be more 
effective. This, however, is not the case, as will be seen in 
Table,III, where the per cent kill for distilled water is in no 
case higher than the per.cent kill for tap water. 
15. 
Table III 
Summary of 5 Teats on Aphis eplreacola Patch 
Dilution of Spr&ya Vfo by Voluifiie 
Tap We-ter Per DiGtilled Water Per 
jSo. Spray* Tot. No. 
Killed 
AphidB .Cent Total Ho. 
Used Killed Killed 
Aphids 
Used 
Cent 
Killed 
1. So 1 • 011 Ko, 90 1354 1346 93.3 854 1007 84,9 
2. Sol.Oil Ifo. 17 1194 1239 96.4 934 lOfe? 8^.3 
3. Sol.Oil Mo. 5^3 8lS ' 164(3 78.3 657 962 66.3 
4. Stock Ensuision 
no, S15 748 980 76.3 645 3S9 85.3 
5. St 0 c k Emu' 1 si on 
No. 5 581 991 58,6 367 803 45.7 
fj. WB.ter Check 129 817 '15,8 129 817 15.8 
""Soluble oils Ho. 90 and 17 are enju-lBified'v?lth Soap Mo,lb; sol­
uble oil No. 56 with Soap No.bb; stock OTKUlslon Ho. S15 with 
potash fieh-oll Qoapi and stock emlslon i«]o. 5 is enwlsified 
M-th a material similar to calciura cp-seinate. 
Here the effect of the water on the tv»«! of 
10 introdticed. If tap ^atsr prficipltates out some of the r-oap, 
an eiTRilslon dispersed in it naturally in not as stable ai? one 
dispersed in distilled water. With the exception of eimlsion 
No, S15 there is very little difference in stability of those 
diluted: ??ith tap water a,nd those diluted rdth distilled water, 
ae detorniined by nentrlfuglng. There is no perceptible differ­
ence in the size of the globules of the tap \mter emulsions and 
the distilled water emulsiona. If, however, the diluted erail-
eiona are allowed to stand in cylinderB for a few days, those 
mde with tap TOtar show a distinct separation of oil (pee Plate 
2), Soluble oil Ko, 90 is very stable, and the difference in 
stability with tap and distilled water is ins\xfficient to be per­
ceptible in a photograph. If drops of the emulsions are compared 
under a binocular microscope, thooe diluted with tap mter seem to 
have more oil at the eurfvice of the drop ti;an the corresponding 
eiaulsions diluted with distilled water. This adeorption of oil 

^om left to right. Soluble Oil No, 17, Soluble Oil No. 56 Stoak 
??? Stock Emulsion Ho. 5. 5 » St 
All diluted with tap water. 
The layers at the top of the first three are oU; the fourth is emlslon. 
SBUUWIk^ii.! |i|ijumui u, 
'She same exnulsions as atoove diluted with distilled water. 
The layers at the top consist of emulsion only. 
li 
a 

Plate No, 3 
Stock Smlslon Ho. ^  Homemade lobxlcating 
oil ezmlsion. 
Soluble oil Ho. IS, 
Globules not perceptible 
at 29OX 
Soluble oil No. 90 
-a* 
% #l^ 4Wf .s' 
Soluble oil No. 17 Soluble oil Ho. 16 
16. 
may bo a factor tn/jihe wetting of apr^ldo and the retention of 
spray by tliew. Drops of a poor wetting apray bounce off the 
aphids, and very little Is retained, liioh additional work in 
needed to clear up the relation of wetting ability fco the pos­
sible concentration of the oil on plants and Insects. ' 
THE RELATION OF CHEllT€AiL PROPERTY OF OIL 
AITTD , 
STABILTTV OF EOTSION TO EFFECTIVENESS AGAINST APHTDS, 
TJie kind of oil and the an)ount of etailBlfying af^ent 
in an eiriulalon produce differences in efficiency, as nhoim in 
Table IV. (See also Plate 3). 
. Table IV. 
Sho"!7ing Relation of Chemical Propei'ty of Oil 
and 
Stability of Emulsion to Kill of Aphlds." 
It era EraulBifvinjT Af?ent Total No. Awhlds Per 
Wo . Eimltslon Oil Kind Amount Killed Used bent 
Killed 
1 Stock Ko.5 Sati ^ Inert Reduced 3491 4449 78.46 
2  Romereade Unsaf;' IC. F. 0. Soap • Kor wal 3675 4738 77.56 
3  Sol.Oil Jlo. l S  B '  Soap No. 15 I I xcqbs  4300 4953 
4  " ND.yo B  " • " liformal 4074 4606 88.44 
5 " " No.17 "  SI )  " " Reduced 4731 495^6 94.68 
6 " " Ho.IB Sat. " " Nor Ria l  4837 5174 93.48 
later Check 540 4179 12,93 
Untreated Check :590 . 4326 6.70 
1, Sat. - Sat\irated oil ) ^ 
3. Uncat.-Unsaturated oil ) definitions in Appendix. 
*T. arabrosiae. H. aetariae» Aphia pomi. 
The QMulalons under items 1 and 3 in this table are 
relatively ineffactive. These ertiulsions are of the quick-
breaking type, but they do not have the necessary wetting 
ability,. The ersulsions under Items 3# 4, 5 and 6 have the 
necessary wetting ability, but vary in atability* Soluble oil 
Wo, 18# an extremely {stable eimilBion, the glcbiiles of which can­
not be seen with the ordinary high power x)f. the roicroBOope 
(Plate 3)a Is the least effective of these four, its per cent 
kill being only 86,8. Soltible oil Wc. 90, the globiiles of which 
can barely be seen in the photograph, f^ives a kill of 88.4 per 
cent. When the amount of emlsifying agent is reduced an in 
No* 17, making a less stable etmulQion, the kill 1g 94,8 per cent. 
Soluble oil Wo, 16 has the same amount of ernuloifying agent aa • 
No, 90, but it is made from a saturated oil, which in this oase 
gives an ermilslon having about the same stability as Wo, 17, and 
the iclll is in very good agreement. That Gmulsions having glob­
ules? of different sizes would have different properties was in-
dioated by Moore^ "" ' and the size of globules has been corro-
ISt/t.Ciyl riH th toxicity to aphids in rcoent -vvork by Griffin, 
(*P7) 
Richardson, and Burdetta^ , 
The chemical difference betv7een the saturated and un­
saturated oilG in these ernulsions apjpears to be of rainor iiijpos-
tance. The dotwinatlng factors are the ^^etting ability and the 
instability of the ©fralsion. The experiraental data-indicate 
that the most effective emulsion on aphids v/ould be one that 
is relatively unstable and han high T^etting ability, Bu.t an­
tagonistic factors are encoiinteredj for the enailaions -which 
have high \7etting ability a.re injurious to follaf^:e, and chernr 
ically inert ermlsions do not have high etting, ability, 
• 
An to inatwbiilty, tnie theory 1r ofi'erea: The 
lees Btfjbio tlie eimilslon^ lihe greater the ?«!iount of oil fhrorim 
to the tjurfacc ot the ssprtty tlropB, or Rcisjorbed l5y thfsra, thiia 
approachlKiy a ^ Tater-tn-oll type ot ©piray# with u cK)n«jsqiieni& 
Increase) in the amount of oil adhering to the plent or inesTOtio 
TFIi: BI^MTTON WETTIflG mtWn ATTO TOHCTTY 
TO SAH JOS^ AND OYSTEH-SHELn SCii.LKS (tl rmmir^ STAG?) 
Good ability, •s^^ich m\B shown to b© r^n l(?>-
portant of for tise on aphidp (Table I), is 
not; && iRportaiit In the- oase of oystsr~E5)itoll jscals and San Jc«?e 
BOale, In tMfs caoe the tif«u,lniGrm 'i^hlch oert&lnly hnve ix>or 
li^etting ability jimt as effective ao those having good wet­
ting: KXslllty. This ca« be oeon from a series of liiboratory gk-
p^rlsments on oyet;<5s'«»hell sjcalo** (Tuble ?) and a typical field 
tefst oii Snn Jose racale'^f *(TablG VI). 
Table ? 
ShoHln<> the Co^partntlva Efficiency on Oyetsr-ahell Scale of 
PoteDtlally Poor and Good Sm»lstQna. 
Item feulslon l?i2Vil{2i f ylng Per cent lvil3 * at Di liitlori 
m. Ajar en t of b% m 10^ 
1 stock SkjuI, No, S15 K.B'.O. Soap 36.3 99.4 9'?, 3 
2 Stock frml, IJo. 5 Inert 96.2 90.9 • 99. B 90.1? 
3 Soluble Oil Wo, 17 So«5:P Ko, 15 47,3 93,3 99.4 on. 8 
4 Sellable Oil Ko, 90 Sojm N6. In 41.7 9?.,B 
Checks 0,0 0.0 0.0 olo 
•C^,®ok 
*For tT!,??t1iod0 see Appendix III. 
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I 
: j Sho^vitiff Comparative Effioiency on Sg.ti Jose scale of Potentially 
goor and Ctood Wettlnf;; EifiulglonB 
I'teffl i^imlsiibn iSmulsifyinfj: Per ceni ; Live Scale at 
No. Agent Di lilt ion of 
3^ Vh 
1 Stock Ernul, No.Sib 'l^.F.ci.goa^ 3.4 5.9 
r> 
»%» S^OGk Ernul, iMo.6 'inert ^.d"" 7.4 
3 Sol.Oil Ko. 16 Soap No.Xb 0.2 4-.7 
4 ' Sol.Oil X^o. 90 Soap Ho, 15 7,7 28.6 
Clieoks • 66.6 86.6 
It is not neoesQB^y to disouss this point length nor present a 
great deal of data, for similar rssults have bean obtained by 
I Chandler, Flint and KxU5er^^and by Porter* on San Jose scalej 
; by on oyster-ahsll scale; and by I!*lint ond 
I H a v / i o y ^ ,  Wa k e l a n d ^ * ^ ' ^ ^ " ,  a n d  M e l a n d e r ^ ^  o n  t h e  t r e e  
i leaf roller, 
i I 
i Tliere are tt?o reasons wny these Insecta are controlled 
by oil efnuloione that do not nece^iBarily have l-igii vretting abil­
ity! 
j 
' (i) ApplCa peach, pcpisra and lilac t^^igB are not dif-
I fioult to vret, ae is s'hovn in Table VII, Tap mter -i^ets tlism 
I rather easily (Figure 8), "by the Vv'ay, jnyy be reRponsible 
i 
I for a higher "runoff" -with ".gcod-^n'stting" sprays than v?lth(»28) 
I ^ is mmin m-
I 
crease in the amount of araulaifying n.p;<3nt. Witb othsr sprays 
Ruth and Kelleyshow, by ^'Sighing, that the tirnoimfe of spray 
retained will vary -vylth both th;j surface spr&yed and the cpray 
used, 
* Private Coimaini cation ' " 
20. 
Table VII 
Showing Relative Ease of Watting Various Leaves and Twigs. 
Angles of Contact 
Oh T r> Liquid 
K.F.O, Soap Glue Tap Water 
Oat leaf - Upper aide 113 171 180 
6orn leaf - Uppex' side 126 • ire 180 
Cabbage leaf - Upper side 104, 127 167 
Apple skin - Ben JDavls (6reen) 89 • lo? 130 
Apple leaf - Upper side ^J"onatlian^ 44 64 56 
Peach leaf ~ fipper side mberta) 35 65 so 
Apple twig - (Johnathan)* 37 . 41 40 
f^e^-ch twig - (Elbeif;;&)* 45 50 50 
Poplar twie* 5 
ill lac twig* ** 0 
•Dormant. 
'•"Incrusted fjith Oyster-shell scale. 
(2) In comparlr^' the effect on aphi(i£3 with that on 
scales# it should be considered that scales are sessile, while 
aphids are not, Aphids become quite active when disturbed by 
spraying, and they have been observed to crawl out of a drop of 
s 
liquid or to rid themselves of a globule by moving around, Thia, | 
of course, applies only to sprays that do not wet them. 
Thejsefore, v?etting ability is not an iraportant fac­
tor in the control of San Jose scale, oyster-shell sea!- e, and 
apparently leaf roller eggs, for the simple reason that the host 
plants, being easily wetted, retain sufficient spray to insure 
an oil film coverage as soon as the ernulsion breaks. From the 
results of deOng^, Yothers^'^^, and Woglum^*^^^, it seems 
that the .same principle holds for citrus scales. 
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THE RELATION OP VOLATILITY AND VISCOSITY OF OIL 
TO EFFECTIVENESS AGAINST SCALE INSECTS 
• 
The results obtained, by depng on citrus acaies might 
also be applied to oyster-shell and San Jose scales. A few 
data are presented to substantiate the theory and to verify its 
practical application. 
Table VIII 
Showing Relation of Volatility* and Viscosity* of Oil to ^ 11 
of Oysterrshell Scale. «• Dormant. 
item Emulsion Emulsifylnf; Properties of the Oil Per Cent 
No. Agent Kind Viscos- Vola- Killed at 
ity tllity Dilution of ^
'1 Soluble Oil No. 34 SoaT3 Ko.5'i^ Sat." 60 5.3^ Q.O 74r.l 
3 Soluble Oil No. 35 Soap No.37 Unsat. 85 1.0% 38.7 86.4 
3 Soluble Oil No. 35 Soap No.37 Sat. 83 1.0% 69.G 94.1 
4 Stock Emul.Mo.S7 K.F.O.Soap Sat. 3S 35.1^ 13.5 
5 »  w  w S B  n w H - w  6 0  5 . 3 %  6 . 0  9 0 . 8  '  
— ^5 H 5 S i? it g'g 1,0% S7S 99.9 
'?' » " " SIO " » w Unsat.104 0.8% 56.3 99.4 
Checks 
0.0 0.0 
'See definitions in Appendix. 
The date in Table VIII demonstrate that a spray containing an oil 
of 60 viscosity and 5.3 per cent volatility is not as effsjctive 
against oyster-shell scale as a corresponding spray containing an 
oil of slightly higher viscosity and lower volatility. Llksv/lee, 
a refined kerosene of 32 viscosity and 35.1 per cent volitaiity, 
emlsified'i^ith potash fish oil soap, is very ineffective. 
If the toxicity is due to penetration alone, a light 
oil of this nature certainly should be more effective than heavier 
l: 
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oils. With this in mind, a series of laboratory tests were 
rim with oyster-ahell scale to determine the action of un-
amulsified, or "straight", oils on the scale (Table IX). 
neither the refined nor the unrefined kerosene was effective. 
Oil No. 31, of 60 viscosity and 5.3 per cent volatility, ^vliidh 
VI8.B run as a cheok, gave practloally a perfect kill. 
Table IX 
Shotting Ineffectiveness of Volatile Oils on Oyster-shell Scale 
when applied straight (Undil-ated). 
Ho Kind Viscos­
ity 
Vola­
tility 
Experiments 
A' B C 
1 Refined Wo, 9 Sat, 32 35.10^?. 9.0 4.0 52.7 
2 Perfection Kerosene WnsBt. 32 54,38 41.7 67.7 
,3 Oil Wo. 31 Sat. 60 5.30 99.9 
Checks 0.0 0.0 0.0 
An hour or two after twige are treated with these light oils, 
there is no evidence of oil present; whereas a distinct residue 
of the heavier oil persists for a week or more. Analogous re­
sults were obtained on San Jose scale, as vrill be seen from 
Table X. 
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Table 
Showing Relation or Viecosity and Vola-ciiixy of the Oil to 
Effectiveness Against Stm Jose Scale 
'yii' -I • *' — •«"T.!'-n* nn'miln'^ Km Ua "i^ 4 %•' ' <1 J Ttern' iltoulsioii ' liiiUlSlfyiag ' ' •^iTFZfTiSTi't "0 it aent tivfi SfBSIff-Trt 
No. Agent Kinds VI0OO8- Vola- Dilution of 
Ity tility 3^ . 2^ 1^ 
1 Stock i^ulsion K.F.O.Soap Unsat T nA 0,19^ 0.9 
"2 '" 'it •• 11 It Ss.t. ^3 1.00 0.2 
"' ' " II H ti It II il' 32 35.10 3b.2 
4 " " Inert Unsat . 104 3.0 
It n )l Sat. 1.00 0.2 
' ti ii H H ^2 35.T0 
7 Sol. on Ko.669oaP Ho.56 Uneat . 83 1.07 A.8 27.7 
g II II a 47 i< M 55 Sat. 32 35.10 24.3 35.6 
Checks 43.0 66.6 66.6 
^fbe author is ia.d«bted to Mr. S. C. 
of Illinois for the date, in Table X 
Claandler of the State Hatural History 
under items 1 to 6 incl. 
The light oil or higjh volatility was not effective when ecisii-
sifioa ;vl«h fif^h oil soap or rdth en inert agent or when in­
corporated in a soluble oil. 
There may be quite a range of visscosity, say from 80 
•up to 250 or 300, 'r^ithoTit any appreciable chanj^e in voli.tility. 
When the viscosity drops as low as GO, there is rise in vola­
tility and a decrease in effectiveness. It is believed that a 
suitable oil for scale control should not fall belo?? 80 viscoQ-
ity and should not have a volatility of over 1 per cent, 
THE RELATION OF CHEMCAL PROPEHTY OF OILS AKD STABILITY 
« 
OF E>ITJLSTOT?S TO ICILL - OF SCALE INSECTS. 
Data in sorae of the preceding tables suggest differ­
ences in the effectiveness of saturated and unsaturated oils on 
7" 3 
•>2 ^  
Plate Ho. if 
SB®SB«BaHjaiK>S3BHZi35i55vV?to?l'Ky?StonB^<iC^ 7</4*'i 
soluble Oil Mo. 35 solu'ble Oil Ho. 33 
Soluble Oil SOe 16 soluble Oil lo. k3 
iitOGk Saaxlsioa Ho. S 9 Stock Smleioa Ho.8 10 
s4. 
scaitii inoeotG. With a slight repetition of aotne of the data 
an attempt will "be made to dernonstrote these differences. 
Tfi.l3l0 XI gives dfita on Oyster-ohell scale which 
were obtained with SRiulsions shown in the photographs of 
Plate 4,. 
Table XI 
Showing- Relation of Chemical Property of Oil and Stability of 
the Effiulelon to Kill of Oyster-Rhell Scale 
Stem Eraulslon Emulsifying Properties of the OijL Peg cent Killed at 
No» Agent Kind Loss Vis- Vola- Pilution of 
to vos- til- 5'^ , 10)t 
HjSo ity ity 
i'sol. Dii Ho. 3^ Soap ^0137 UnsaLq.O^ 1.0^ »b.4 
^ Sol " " 33 " " " Sat. 1.0 a3 t'O bq.b 9^.1 
3 3 » " " l6 " " 15 Sat. 0.0 83 0.2 26.3 QB.Q 
& '* " 45 " " 15 " 0.0 0.2 97.7 99.d 
<5 Stock Iiattl.Ho.S9 K.y.O.Soap Sat. 1.0 83 1.0 9.6 
6 " " SIO " " Unsat.7.0 104 0.2 3b.3 99.4 
Checks 0«0 0.0 
Tlie first two ermilsions listed here have the game 
oil content, rind the erauleifying agent in both ia a potaah . 
petroleum soap, but No, 35 contRine an unsaturated oil and 
I*lc, a saturated oil. The latter, being a Quicker—breakiy^g" 
emlBion gave a hig:her per cent kill than Ho. 35. Soluble 
oils Iffos, 16 and 45 (items 3 tind 4 in T&ble XI) sire aade from 
the some oil, but No, 45, having 40 per cent less erflulslfyi.ng 
agent than No, 16, ie a very unstable efmleion, and the dif­
ference in kill Eit a dilution of 5 per cent is? very striking? 
97,7 per, cent kill for the unstable emulsion against 26,3 per 
cent for the stable one. Nos, S9 and SIC, rathough made 
from different oils, are bo'th quick-breaking emul-

Plate No. 5 
Soluble Oil No. 90 Soluble Oil lo. 16 
Soluble Oil Ho. 17 
stock Emulsion Ho. 210 Stock Emulsion Ho.200 
S5. 
sions. Hare, apparently, the unsaturated oil deems to "be 
slightly more effective than the saturated oil. If refer­
ence is made to Table IX, showing the toxicity of undiluted 
volatile oils to oyster-shell Bcale, it ^.'111 be noted that 
the saturated oil gave kills of 4,0 per cent and 52.7 per 
cent in t^TO separate experiments, t^hereas the unsaturated oil 
gave kills of 41,7 per cent and 67,7 per cent in the same ex-
perlrsents. The data under iteme 5 and 6 in Table XI, also 
indicate that the unsaturatsd.-oil is slightly more effective, 
•« 
Thus, the unsaturated oil siay; be raore effective; if, the emul­
sion is quick-breaking}" otherwise, the' saturated oil may be 
« •  »  ,  •  •  *  
more effective because of its influence on sts-billty. 
Tlie influence that saturated and unsaturated oils 
my have on the stability of an eimilsion, together with their 
relative effectiveness is further indicated by the results on 
&n Jos© scale shown in Table XII. (See also Plate 5). 
Table XII 
fShowing Relation of Chemical Property of Oil and Stability of 
the Eimlsion to Effectiveness on San Jose Scale 
On Peach 
Item Emulsion Emulsifying Properties of the OiT Per cerriS; Live 
Wo. Agent Kind Loss Via- Tola- Scale at Di-
®o cos- til- lution of 
' HgS04 ity ity Vfc 
1. Soluble Oil No.90 Soap Ko.15 Uneat.9.0^0 Sg" l.Ofo 7.7 38.5 
8 " " " 16 « " » Sat. 0.0 83 6.2 0.3 4.7" 
CheclT '"""^.6 " bb.ir 
On Apple ' W TIW 
3 Sol. Oil No. 90 Soep Ko.15 Unsau.y.O 83 1,0 0.3 4,9 
4 n n « It « " lb C » 9.0 83 1,0 o.s 1.5 
5 n « « IS « n Is Sat. 0.0 83 0,2 , 0,4 0.0 
Check • 40 40.0 
On Peach • 3i 2% 
6 Stock Ermil.Ko .210 Inert Unsat.9.0 83 1,0 1,7 . 2.6 
7 n n n 200 " Satv 0.0 83 0,2 0,6 1.3 
Check 13.6 12.6 
86. 
Soluble oils Kos, 90 and 16 are made froHi equal amounts of the same 
emulsifying agent, but Ko. 90 is the raoxe stable, probably on 
account of the fact that the oil from which it is made is not so 
highly refined as the oil in No® 13. It v.'ill be seen that No, 90 
is relatively less efficient on San Jose scale on peach, as xvell 
as on apple. Soluble oil No. 17 made with the earne oil as Mo, 90, 
but with B reduced amount of eiaulRlfier, is relatively rnore ef­
fective. 'fhe influence that saturated and unsaturated oils may 
have on l;he stability of the emlsion 8,nd its effectiveness is in­
dicated to B slight extent when the oils are emulsified with an 
inert material. It •virill be noted from the photographs (Plate 5) 
that stock eraulsion Ho. 5310 is slightly more stable than Wo, :500. 
The results on scale insects corroborate deOng's^*^*^^ 
work by indicating that the action of an oil emulsion in produc­
ing death is largely a physical one, causing suffocation. If the 
action is due to penetration alone, then the oils of low viscosity 
should be more effective, because of their greater mobility. But 
high volatility is usually associa-ted with low viscosity, and if 
death is to be affected by penetration, the oil should persist. 
The ineffectiveness of li^t volatile oils has been demonstrated 
by Moore and Graharat'^^), vfho state that siich oils may pass rapid­
ly through the insect or evaporate too quickly to cause death. 
( '*^7^ deOng^ '"''states that scale insects may actually ejcpel the lighter 
oils from their tracheal systems. If the action were mainly 
chetflicai:..the unsaturated oils, which are more active cheirlcally, 
would be more effective. The important point in scale control is 
to apply an emulsion that v/111 release quickly en oil of suf­
ficiently high viscosity and low volatility to give a residue 
that will persist for sometime. 
I1TJUR.Y TO PLANTS 
As a general rule# the higher the viscosity and the 
lOT'yer the volatility of an oil, the more likely it is to cause 
injury to plants* whether it is saturated or unsatiirated. It 
is quite possible to apply a volatile^ unsaturated Kerosene 
without rcuch danger of injury, but vdth oils that give a per­
sistent residue it is necessary to increase the degree of xs~ 
finoTTient in order to insure safety to foliage, Tlherever a per­
sistent residue is req\iired, therefore, the difference "betv/een 
saturated and unsaturated oils is the most Important consider­
ation ^ vith respect to plant injury. 
In tests on apple foliage it has not been found nec­
essary to use an oil of medicinal quality, i.e.a oil that 
shows no loss to 97v^per cent sulphuric acid. An oil having a 
loss of 1 per cent to sulphuric acid end a viscosity of 03 has 
been found quite safe on apple foliage at dilutions as high as 
4 per cent when eriiulsified with some inert material. But the 
incorporation of a saturated oil, even of medicinal quality, in 
a soluble oil did not prove safe, nor did it apparently decrease 
the injury below that of the .corresponding unsaturated oil. Al­
though, the saturated oil itself and the petroleu.ra soap were 
relatively innocuous t'/hen applied separately^ a safe combination 
or th:e.' two could not be worked out, . Replacing sodium with 
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potasGlura in the aoap did not reduce injury; neither did an en­
tire change of ewailsii'ying a.gent. The incorporation of a highly 
volatile sa,tura.ted oil in a soluble oil did reduce injury con­
siderably, but the combination was not entirely safe and me not 
of satisfactory insectioa.do.1 efficiency (Tables VIII, IX, X), 
In the e^-rly stages of the work® various oils were 
applied undiluted, or "straight", to apple twigs in order to 
determine their liability to cause injury. The results of a 
typical test are seen in Table XIII. 
Table mi 
ShovTing: Injury to Apple Foliage by Undiluted Oils 
Oil 71s- Tola- Loss Estimated Per cent Inlurv observed after 
m . C08- tll- to 30 hrs. 25 hrs S da. 4 da. t> da* 10 da. 
ity ity H2S04 
1 32 35. li 0.0^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 83 1.0^ 0 0 0 0 0 10» 
3 83 0.2% 0.0% 0 0 0 0 0 10* 
4 32 54.3^c 3M 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S 83 1.0% 9.0% 0 40 80 90 loo aoo 
r» O 104 0,2% 7.0% 0 40 80 90 100 100 
•finally. yello'^inK and defoliation. 
Teats of this kind Illustrate strikingly the acute in-
tf 
jury done by unsaturated oils. Tvjigs treated -iTlth unsaturated oils 
show al'moBt coinplete blackening of the tissue v;lthi'n 48 hours, 
\7hiie it bis aeverai daye before the saturated oils cause in­
jury, and even then the injvry 1B not "burning" but "yellov/lng" 
sjid defoliation. The latter seemo to be the result of suffoca­
tion. of the cells in the tissue, 'vhile the action of the un­
saturated oils appe&rs to be chemical for the most part. The 
very volatile oils leave the plant without causing injury. The 
29 
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I 
important point in selecting an oil emulsion for spraying 
• foliQ.g0 iG to uae ono that is as nearly inert chsmically as 
possible, Such an Gmulaion is obtained with a saturated 
oil and an inert emulsifier. This conclusion- is in harmony 
With deOng's. 
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COWCLITSIOKS 
1.) Emulsifying agents used in rnakine oil emulBlona 
for Bpray purposes very in "wetting ability'^ as raeasured by 
Stellwaag's angle-of-contaot methoda and consequently cause 
variations in the effectiveness of the emulsions. This is 
espeola'ily important in the control of aphlds, 
S.) The stability of oil eimilslons, which is indi­
cated to some extent; by the sise of the fjlobules, is the 
principal factor in insecticidal efficiency. The type of oil . 
emulsified, the kind and amount of' emulsif ying a^^ent, the 
quality of xvater used for dilution and other factors comivionly 
considered unimportant, are capable of cauairifs changes in 
stability a:nd consequent fluctuations in efficiency. 
3) Although in general the larger the globules the 
less stable the emulsion, an increase in size of globules is 
not necessarily accompanied by an increase in effectiveness. 
The increase in slKe of globules is the result of desirable 
qualities in an ettiulsicn rather than the cause of effectivGness, 
.4.) For use against aphids, the most effective emul­
sion is one that has high ',vettln?s ability coupled -^rtth instabil­
ity, Either of these factors rnsy vary so as to be dominant, A 
relatively "poor-wetting", unstable smilsion be more effec­
tive on aphids than a "good-wetting", sitiable eiiiulsion. If the 
stability of tv;o emulsions is about the same, then the one with 
the greater wetting ability is the more effective on aphids. 
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5.) In the control ot scale Insectsj tho insta'bllity 
of the eraulnion is the primry consideration. The less stable 
the QffiulBion, the greater its efficiency. High \7etting ability 
is not necssoary for the control of S3.n Jose scale and oyster-
: shell ficale, because of the comparative eane with which their 
j host pl&nts are v/etted. The eimilsions used for the control of 
these insects should reles-se quickly an oil of sufficiently high 
viscosity and low volatility to give a persistent residue. 
6.) A saturated oil, because of its Influence in some 
cases on the stability of the emlsion, my be more effective than 
an unsaturated oil. 
7.) The amcmnt of oil adhering and taking proper ef­
fect on the insect is dependent upon both the wetting ability and 
the instability of the emulsion. Inadequate wetting is a common 
cause of inefficiency> but excessive v/cttlng# ^?hich results in 
some of the ermlsion running off from objects that are easily 
wetted, is also a possible cause of inefficiency. These condi­
tions are dependent on the kind of errrulsion and the insect involved. 
8.) In order to be innocuous to plant foliage, an eniul-
sion should be as inert chemically as possible. Soaps and unsat­
urated oils tend to injure foliage. 
9.) Each oil emulsion shouM be considered as a particu-
lar individual insecticidej having? properties ail its own and 
giving results that other emulsions niay not. 
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A P P E N D I X  
X 
Definitions 
1. A e&turatod hydroca.rton ie one in •??hioh the nox'-al valence 
of certon (four) iP satisfied.,, 
H H 
Kzaij.ple; ethane HC - CTl 
•J !I 
3. ft.n n Si B £• tar ated. h y ^r Q a ;',r I: op is one in -.^hich the noraial 
valence of oar1;oii is noi Gis/ciffied, 
T y 
I :  J  X  
EXci'.nole; etlvylene C - C 
H IJ 
Rsturated Oil or ?/hite Gil. This is nn oil fros Y?hicii 
tlie unsatura-ted hydro carbons If-Eve 'oeen removed, ft s&turr;.,ted 
oil iS' 'practically inert cnerjuoslly. 
4;. iJngaturatfld Oil. This type of oil is not as highly re­
fined as the vjhite oil p. ?/hile an oil of this kind rray con-
Bist largely of Ksturatecl hydrocarhona, <ill of the unr.;:.turr 
ated hydrocarbons^ have not been rernoved in refining. 
5, Loeg to ^ ulohuric Acid.^ T'le loss in voluiiie of an oil 
&£• 2. result of treatment v;ith sulohuric acid is an index to 
the uneeturatcd hydrooarton content. The greater the lo;?", 
the -Tiore unsFturrxted the oil. The e is a standsrc method of 
procedure, for this tect. 
VisGQgity.'^' Thifi is siinply defined as r:^eistaaoe to flovr 
or nei:-:stive fluidity. The standard of coisperison used for 
oils is the Saytolt ter~t». The units used .are seconds and 
they represent the tiir.e reciuired for a .given -volun.G ff oil' 
to flo',? through: a given orifice at a definite terriper8t-.ire. 
•The deterrrtinations of lo^s to sulphuric acid and vis­
cosity "/ere n'iade by the "tandard Oil Comoany (Indiana )j ac-
cordini^ to IJ. S., Bureau of T:3ineB, Technical Paper 3S3 A, 
mTd&nis01^24,, "United ^^tates Governs-ent Specification for 
Lui.ricanto and Liq'.Tid Fuels and. Mstlvods for Testing." 
II 
7e ?oIatility«* Ttuf' if? an srVatTsry w'uc'i oy.\r£e- :-es 
a per cent in the .evsporation of s. ^iveri quan­
tity of oil at S13'''^ for 0 liours* 
S. Polat>l8 Oil and stock E^vailsion, For purposes of discus­
sion a "iietinction is uB\2ally itjacJe bEt??eon soluble oil s.ad 
etock emulsion J sltbougii tlisre is no basic difference between 
tliGa, both being oil effiulsionn^ Soluble oilSj are mor-
or les" trs-nvsparent because of the extro;r.ely fine de;f:ree of 
diGpersion ox the oil phase, are cofflpoundfid petroleum pro­
ducts vifs-iich forn; rnilky-^hite emulsions when diluted v/ith 
•:?ater. Dendi'ol and Runoco are exarBples, 
The tersK took esuleion is usod :YitS'\ roferencG to con-
centra'tGd em-alisions, such as Yolclc, r>herv?in-"^'illia'.nR Pree-
railsioa, a. homemade lubricating oil emulsion, eio, 
'Methods 
TeBT.s on A oh ids. 
Aohia pQgj Do G. w&G obtained on the vn-iev sprout;" Pf 
anple; Aphis sniraecola Patch v?aG obtained on ^^nirea van-' 
houttei Zabel. Masteroneura setariae Tho&. v7&.p obtained 
« 
on a prc.ES, PG!'ilnic;:loa crUv^-galli L.; and 7rito^:/nanhxs 
g.!r.brogiae Thos, on wilrl le'ttuce, Laotuca Cariadensis I,. 
The infested ehoots -^ere rersoved frojii the plEintb .a 
short time before spraying, Mearly all the leavers v;ere 
removed so that the 
®Refer to Fritish Engineering Standards Af-pociation, 
Tentative Pritieh Standard ippecificcitionG 146 {l92o) Dapos 
9-10- flection 14b« 
Ill 
; apiiida womld not ha protfscted. The ahoota were then placed verti-
11 oally on a revolving stand and oxa-ayed thoroughly with :v hrvnd sprayer 
having "bottom feed. An excessive amount of spray on the aphids was 
^ insured, i.e., as much as would adhsre. After treatment the ahoota 
were inserted in holaa in the top of pill boxes filled with v.'atsr 
and iaolatsd on squares of pppsr bordered with troe tanglefoot. 
i Aft or approximately 24 hours, tha aphids war© carefully removed wjiiih 
I 
i a carnal'a hair brush and counted. 
IOvBtar-shell Scale. (Lftoidosa.ph'i'.s ulrnl Linn.) For the laboratory tests with Oyster-shall scale^ infested j QOPlag (Populua deltoldes Marsh)twigs vu'jre used. Theoe were trimnsed 
I ' 
j luiiformly and all sctilaa vvers rsrnoved except ':''5 to 50, the number 
i 
varying with sfjparate experirasnts, but never within one experiiaiant. 
After five of these twigs were treated v/ith each material and s'Gvsral 
untreated checks of fiva twigs each \vere carried through each 
j experiffiffint. After treatment the twigs were placed in a moist sand 
f 
I bench to grow. A ring of tang:lefoot around erj-ch prevented the es-
j cape of''ci'aY;rlers"at the tirnn of hatching. At the beginning of hatch-
ing tha twigs were exarnined daily with a binocular raicroocope and 
the crav^'lers ware removed ajj counted. 
The checks uarsally hatched very uniformly 3.nd the hatch on thcs 
treated bloclcs ivaa calculatod to "check basis." About 3,000 to 
3,500 egiTS hatched from e'?.ch check block of five twigo. 
San Joso Scale (Aapidiotua psrniclogT.i3 Coinstock). 
All of trie tests of Bprays on Srm Joae scale were conducted in 
th8 field. In some cases lari50 infested bra.nche0 wero treated. In 
others several antira trees wore xiaed in aach block. The uaual pro-
I IV 
i I 
j cgdura of taking San Joee scale data was followed, A month or aix 
I 
I wsako aftsr treatir^ent, tvrigG were collocted froiK the variouB blocks 
I and a count of 1,000 8c:vlea \va£3 made to determine the per ccnt sur-
i 
I vlval. In !M).king' ths count a, tns scale was ti?,rn.od over in order 
I that the insoot Itsalf mi ^ jht be seen. Robxist, Isinon colored ones 
I 
I .vere rscorded as "alive." Broran, black, snriveled, or "off color" 
f  
I onejs were recorded as "daad." 
I Angle of Contact Meaauramenta 
J i In rriaking these daterrainationB, the objects to be tested were 
I 
i always 8Ql;3Ct0d fresh and the meaeurements were carried out as soon 
j after collection as possible. The liquids were Itopt at a ternper-
i ature of £5^C. tiiroi-jghout the testa. 
From threa to five, and in soma caaes, ten observations were 
* 1 
I made of each objsct in contact with the liquids at each dilution. 
I Theao diliations ranged from 1 per cent to l/l6 of 1 per cent. 
I It is not to be preauined that the data on ths angles of 
contact represent fixed values, but they do represent relative 
! conditions from which roliablo deductions can bo made. 
I 
Ho attenvpt waa mado to study the cjffeot of time? or repeated 
contact on the value of the angles, Indosd, it may be that the 
daterminations which were made should bo regarded as indications 
of the initial wetting ability. Thcs hysteresis of liquid-solid 
systems is a study within itself. 
V 
Analysis of Tap Water rised, in Experiments. 
Illinois State Water Survey, San;plo No. 517'" 3, June 23, 1924. 
Parts psr 
Million 
Iron, Fe 1 . 2  
Manganese, Mn 0.0 
Sllioa, Si Og 14^1-
Nonvolatile 1.8 
Alumina, AlgO 0.0 
Calcium, Ca 66.9' 
Magn e 8 i ura, M g 5A •. i-.' 
Ammonia, KH4 "^.3 
S odiuiTi, Na ' 
Potassium, '4,1 
Sulfate, S04 1,?: 
nitrate, N0„ I.4 
Cii:ioricle,Cl'^ 4.0 
Alkalinity 
Phsnolphtnalgin 0.0 
Methyl Orange 376.0 
Residue 330.0 
! I 
I I i 
i 
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